Famiglia Cristiana – Stories never separated from values

Famiglia Cristiana is the weekly magazine that has been a landmark for millions of readers for over 80 years. A magazine with a long-standing tradition, but always up-to-date: due to the recent content and graphic remake Famiglia Cristiana has been highly appreciated by its readers for its ability to be more up-to-date, closer and more joyful, just following the example of Pope Francis.

Every week Famiglia Cristiana tells stories truthfully and accurately, offering its over two million readers a key of reading for events based on the centrality of catholic values and it is different from other weekly magazines for its wealth of its editorial projects and the articulated function of use: information, service and entertainment.

Today, Famiglia Cristiana is a multimedia system that, in addition to the paper format, is available online (www.famigliacristiana.it) with an influential website advocating viewpoints where not only Catholics can make comments and exchange opinions with the editorial staff and with each other, and a presence on the major social networks that is continuously growing (around 95.000 likes of its Facebook page and 18.000 followers on Twitter) as well as several events around Italy organized by the magazine itself or supervised by the editorial staff.